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Performance™ Series
Ductless Multi-Split System with Puron ® Refrigerant

TM

Enhanced Comfort for Unique,
Multi-Room Indoor Comfort Needs
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Innovation and the
Environment

Designed to Fit

Over 100 years ago, a humble but
determined engineer solved one of
mankind’s most elusive challenges by
controlling the indoor environment. A
leading engineer of his
day, Dr. Willis Carrier would
file more than 80 patents
over the course of his
career. His genius would
enable incredible advancements in
health care, manufacturing processes,
food preservation, art and historical
conservation, indoor comfort and
much more.
Carrier’s foresight changed the world
forever and paved the way for over a
century of once-impossible innovations.
Yet in addition to being an accomplished
inventor, he was also an avid outdoorsman. Carrier recognized the power and
beauty of the natural environment. This
appreciation of our world and its
resources continues to guide Carrier
Corporation today. We will never rest on
our accomplishments, but instead
consistently look for ways to improve our
products, our environment and our world.
For soothing, consistent and economical
comfort in up to five indoor spaces with
just one outdoor unit, Carrier offers the
Performance™ series ductless multi-split
air conditioner or heat pump. It’s an
elegant, quiet and extremely versatile
value, delivering indoor comfort where
typical forced-air systems can’t.

Ultimate Flexibility
Enjoy “zoned” comfort with the ability to add separately controlled heating and
cooling units in up to five individual indoor spaces. It’s the perfect indoor comfort
solution for preserving the structural look of historic renovations or anywhere
heating or cooling is needed where adding ductwork is not practical. And,
because each indoor unit operates independently, the outdoor unit can be sized
for the best combination of meeting maximum anticipated comfort demands and
first-cost savings.

Easy, Consistent Comfort
Each indoor unit is controlled separately with its own intuitive, easy-to-use remote.
Variable-speed operation allows the system to quickly “ramp-up” for comfort, then
gradually adjust performance based on changes in room temperature. And,
dehumidification mode enhances comfort during hot, sticky summers.

Versatile and Economical
The wall-mounted indoor unit easily blends into most interiors with its smooth,
clean profile. Its motorized louvers can “sweep” to spread comfort throughout the
space or can be “locked-in” to direct airflow to a specific area. No matter where
you install it, this system delivers fully-featured comfort up to an energy-saving
16.0 SEER cooling efficiency. Because each room is controlled independently, you
can maximize your savings with comfort in the areas you need it while leaving
other areas idle.

Extra-Quiet, Relaxing Comfort
With variable-speed operation and longer, smoother comfort cycles, the
Performance series ductless multi-split indoor unit can be quieter than a whisper
(as low as 26 dBA). Offering an unobtrusive design, easy and convenient
operation and the backing of the world’s first name in comfort, this system is a
versatile, economical choice for your unique heating and cooling needs.

Limited Warranty
Carrier warrants its ductless products installed in owneroccupied residential applications with a five-year parts and
seven-year compressor limited warranty. See warranty
certificate at carrier.com for complete details and restrictions.
Models 40GVM, 38GVM
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Always look for these symbols, the air
conditioning and heat pump industry seals of
certified performance, efficiency and capacity.

www.carrier.com

1-800-CARRIER

A member of the United Technologies Corporation family. Stock Symbol UTX.
Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or change at any time, specifications or designs without notice or without incurring obligations.
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